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This poem is not just about the war out there which we all may be thinking of—and a hopeful 

peace—SOON!—we’re praying for. This is also about our very own personal wars we may feel 

tempted to fight—with those we know and love, as well as the wars inside. They are all 

interlinked—are, actually, one and the same…  

 

WAR & PEACE 

A pigeon taking off to fly  

from the top of my neighbour’s home  

carries in her beak across the sky  

a branch to build her own.  

For two, three beatings of her wings  

she becomes the symbol so well known:  

Peace on Earth—and Glory from up high!  

 

People say, “A war begins”—or “ends”―  

as if it were an entity all of its own:   

Yet it is us who go to war,  

and it is us upon whom peace depends.  

So, let’s attend to that,   

before all other things!  

 

Gottfried Maria Heuer  

London, UK.  

with Dreamcat stretching, purring on my lap.  
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Interviews at https://vimeo.com/196609212 and https://youtu.be/zxEkj9SsAKw  

On beauty: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wK5HSUgngQE&t=165s  

Artwork: https://youtu.be/fha4jiiN2MI  
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